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Going places in a stunning week
Using the club’s glider workshop

The last few weeks have given us some superb
conditions- -7+ kt climbs and 5,000 ft
cloudbases.–it’s been brilliant. Jim’s account
shows just how good it was. This month there are
also plans for fitting out the bus. There’s a piece
on being nice to Benson, another on the ground
rules for using the glider workshop and a high
scoring cadet winner of the Easter Egg Aeros
competition.
William

From the chairman
Fellow Booker Members
It's so good to see gliding activity ramping up and to see so
many of you reaping the rewards of many months of
patience and preparation. It's great to see so many of you
flying cross country. That's what Booker does really well. We
have a long history of developing some of the best glider
pilots at home and abroad.
I must say that I warmed to Symeon's article, last month, on being self sufficient in
determining soaring conditions. I would encourage you all to learn the rudiments of gliding
met, not least of which is turning up and looking out of the window. I arrived at the club on
Tuesday evening having watched a stunning sea breeze front traverse slowly across the
afternoon sky. The only ones to enjoy the strong lift that such a phenomenon delivers were
those who just happened to be there.
When I look back on some of my most memorable flights, they have often been contrary to
the pundits' forecasts. What forecasts gain in being precise they often loose in being wrong.
A quick look though your logbook will soon tell you how few glide-able days there are in a
season. So put down the gardening tools, stop the DIY projects, don't wait for someone else
to tell you when it’s soarable. Let’s get out there and make the most of the summer. ( note to
self- must listen to my own advice!)
See you at the launch point,
Geoff
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From the CFI
What a fantastic month we’ve had!
The last week especially has seen several excellent cross
countries (including at least two 500’s) and it’s been especially
encouraging to see several of you partaking in the Grand Prix
tasks.
The launch point has also been busy with those starting
courses, pushing for solo and going for Bronze badges.
We’ve been so busy in fact, that since the last news letter we’ve
achieved just over 500 launches!
We’ve had no issues this month to speak of and therefore my one message to you this
month comes from the lyrics of a song by Baz Luhrmann and looking at some of your faces
over the past week I feel it to be very appropriate………’ If I could offer you only one tip for
the future, sunscreen would be it’.
Richard

Mod Cons For the New Bus (and many thanks to Rolf)
Please give what you can to the fund to fit out the launchpoint bus.
Our splendid new bus which is bigger, and in
much better nick than the old one, is already
doing great service at the club. Now we
need to fit out the interior. The idea is to put
in a kitchen (teas and snacks), wi-fi, a
briefing area and proper storage for all the
bits and bobs. John H has drawn up a plan
and we’re ready to go. All we need is the
money to cover the cost. It will cost £600.
The club has decided to open a fund to raise
the money.
Rolf Kern has very generously kick-started
Welcome to the Holy Family* tea bar
the fund with a donation of £250. Many
briefing room and gliding ops centre
thanks indeed to Rolf for that.
That means we have just £350 to raise.
So please donate what you feel you can afford. If just 17 members chip in with around £20
we can get on with the job. Please give donations to Hilary or Shelagh in the office.
The club would also like to enlist some volunteers to paint the bus white. The plan is to
organise a task day similar to the effort we made to patch up the peri track. A date will be
announced shortly and a list for volunteers will go up in the office. With enough hands it
should only take a couple of hours.
* If you’re wondering why it’s called the Holy Family tea bar, come to the launch point, and hey, while you’re there you
might as well take a launch!
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Visit to RAF Benson
Last Friday Graham Saw, Doug, Geoff and I took a day off from gliding and were hosted by
RAF Benson for a gliding awareness day. This was an opportunity for us to talk to the pilots
and controllers based at Benson to discuss the different types of flying that we both do and
in particular educate them about how gliders operate.
The day proved to be extremely productive and by the end of it we had agreed on a set of
basic principles that are by no means mandatory but are strongly recommended when flying
in vicinity of Benson. I have listed these below:
•

The tower would greatly appreciate calls from us on 127.150 when we are flying not
only overhead the ATZ but also when in the vicinity of the extend centre line when inside the MATZ. (You may not be able to contact them at the weekends as they may
be closed).

•

When we get hold of them they have asked that we tell them where we are coming
from and heading too (i.e. Booker to Membury) and at roughly what height we are flying at. I have included a rough guide on what to say and what you can expect to hear
back at the bottom of the article.

•

They fully understand that gliders cannot maintain height and fly on headings and will
not make attempts to offer you any kind of service. They will however give you any information they feel is relevant (for example helicopter traffic).

•

They also understand that sometimes we get low and need to land. The Squadron
Leader talking to us was very keen to explain that we should not treat Benson as a
new bolt hole as we do Thame but if we need some help they will do what they can
for us. What was made very clear was that if we land or infringe the ATZ without prior
permission they will be less than impressed. The message to us was pretty simple,
talk to them and they will do all they can to help.

Example RT to Benson
Pilot: Benson good afternoon, glider Two Alpha.
Controller: Glider Two Alpha, good afternoon, pass your message.
Pilot: Two Alpha is a glider from Booker heading to Membury. I am at four thousand feet
and currently south abeam Chalgrove.
Controller: Glider Two Alpha, thank you. Please report when abeam Didcot.
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Pilot: Wilco, glider Two Alpha
Pilot: Glider Two Alpha is abeam Didcot
Controller: Glider Two Alpha, thank you very much, have a safe flight.
Pilot: Thank you, glider Two Alpha.
Richard C

Dates for your Diary
Task Weeks / Silver Courses: 20th-24th May & 26th-30th August
Get Your Solo Courses: 22nd-26th August
Expeditions: Le Blanc 1st-16th June

Members’ Achievements
Hakan Gokalp and Nigel Henry converted to fly the Junior
Rob Grant passed Bronze Flying Test
Congratulations to these members and their instructors.

Calling all Facebook users
Now that spring is here, why not share your gliding experiences on Facebook? Our page
at www.facebook.com/bookerglidingclub is set up for anyone to post photos, stories and
recommendations, and it's a great way to publicise the club and what we do. A
link to Geoff's blog post about his trip to Snowdon on 1 May reached nearly
2,000 people who now have a much better idea about what is possible in a
glider. A few taps on that smartphone and you too could help with spreading the
word.
Jane Moore

Child Protection is everyone's responsibility
Booker has an increasing number of under 18s taking up gliding, both as part of our cadet
scheme and as customers, and with the minimum age for solo reducing to 14 the numbers
are likely to increase. The club has a policy and procedure on Child Protection which can be
found in the Club Documents section of the Members' page of the website; the BGA has
also published a handy wallet-sized reference card and hidden it on their website, here's a
link: http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/clubmanagement/documents/CP-bluecard_phone.pdf.
Remember that if you suspect abuse or a young person confides in you, it is your duty to
report it immediately to the club's Child Protection Officer, Bob Smith, or to a member of the
Committee.
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Easter Egg result
The famed Booker Easter Egg Aerobatic
Competition took place over the bank holiday in
what can only be described as lively conditions.
Congratulations to Ben Followell and the runners up
all of whom clocked up very impressive scores.
Results
1st Ben Followell 85%
2nd Rob Turner 82.77%
3rd Chris Collett 80%

Winner Ben Followell takes the
Easter Egg trophy

Going places in a stunning week
The last week of April provided some of the best soaring we have had in quite a while. It reminded me of the heady days I enjoyed in 2005! Having seen the high pressure building on
the charts I decided to take a week off work. I got all my chores done over the weekend so I
was free to fly.
Monday 29th was not great but rigged and ballasted decided to go for the club 200 SOS FMA
AVE BOO with Mike Collett and Wayne Aspland both flying 18M. Cloud base was good at
4500amsl and climbs 3kts but did we struggle! We started enthusiastically and Mike put the
hammer down, nearly putting his glider down at Brimpton. After that we slowed a bit but
seemed OK until the Marlborough area where we all got low. Just when I thought that it
might be over, I happened into a stonker to cloud base just East of MAR and was back in the
game. Wayne turned AVE and I was convinced Mike had too so I got the red mist and flew
into the turn. Now the way out was completely overcast and I did not have enough height to
risk flying through it. So I waited in the sunshine over a nice little airstrip just W of Avebury
as Mike made the turn. Eventually it came good and I was able to fly home to win the day at
74Kph. None of us was sufficiently pleased with the flight to put it on OLC!
Tuesday looked like a big one. I set a 500 triangle that I had flown last in 2011 at 82Kph:
BOB DOR SRE LUD BAN BOO. Wayne decided it was a TP too far so I went alone.
Launched and started early under a lovely sky with some very long runs down the first leg
(31k at 151:1, 20K at 109:1, 33K at 74:1). Despite messing up the turn as sea air started to
blow in over DOR my progress was good at 108Kph average to the turn. Going North
seemed much harder but the trace looked OK, then after Stroud the sky became tremendous. Big sucking clouds and lines gave terrific climbs and runs in and out of LUD. Coming
back over the Cotswolds the sky overdeveloped and it was a steady run through the gloom
to some sunshine just to the North of the ridge at Edgehill. This gave a good climb making
the next turn simple followed by an easy run home. 505K in 5 Hours 31 Minutes for a
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cross country speed of 92Kph. Geoff Tabbner did Snowdon o/r, a commendable flight
without using his engine (sorry Geoff had to get that in!).
Wednesday was blue. Undeterred, we set SOS BCL BAN BO1 BOO for a 200. Today I was
joined by Dave Byass flying 18M, John Otty also 18M, and Richard Crockett in his sun ship
2A. Good climbs gave us all confidence to start and we boldly followed Dave onto the plain. I
hung back a bit in a climb at Chalgrove and decided not to join Dave and Rich at Cowley. I
went straight down track and hooked a monster climb at OXN which let me fly straight on to
another just East of Enstone gaining a couple of thousand feet on the others. Here we decided to shorten the task to CHN which made for a fairly easy trip home via BAN and a final
climb at Brill n the blue.
Thursday again looked like a 500 day but I chose to fly a 300 triangle: BOB FRO EVE BOO.
Today I didn’t get many really good climbs as they were hard to pin down. I typically settled
for 3kts or so, but the running was easy. I met up with Geoff Lyons at Aston Down flying his
18M LS6 and flew round EVE just behind him. A little cautious now over the Cotswolds until
getting firmly onto final glide near Blenheim Palace as the sky went blue. A 55k final glide at
average 80Kts brought me home for 103Kph overall.
Friday looked indifferent to start with so I stayed at Booker flying an Intro Course for Symeon. Should have gone XC as the sky just got better and better. Damn! Saturday more
chores and Sunday another rest day with a round of golf. I got the family’s permission to fly
again on Bank Holiday Monday.
What a mess! I set myself a 300 triangle around ELY and HUS, took the first launch and
crept up to cloud base in the start area. It was here that I realised that I was wearing the
wrong glasses and had left my mobile in the car! Convinced that these two mistakes would
lead to a third I dropped some ballast and landed back. Of course, now I was stuck on the
ground at the back of the launch queue for an hour, so decided to fly a modified club task
(SOS NOS BED MEM BOO) with Dave Byass and Wayne Aspland now flying 15M and
Heggy in HA. Cloud base wasn’t high and climbs ordinary to start but as I led the group
down the first beat I could not believe the progress we made. Our first climb was near BUC,
a 44k glide at a cost of just 1,200ft. After that is was a case of short beats with 2.2kt climbs
until near BED where I managed to get to cloud base, now at 4,500ft, in 3.1kts. Progress
down to MEM was pretty straightforward and having nailed 3.3kts after the turn I had a fast
55K final glide home to finish at 97Kph.
So, 5 satisfying cross countries and two rounds of golf in 8 days. A total of 1,400K and 23hrs
flying. I even heard someone say that this was becoming a great year for gliding. Let’s not
count our chickens too soon. Remember what happened last summer after a good spring!
Jim White
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Use of the glider workshop
The glider workshop is a valuable resource available to club members who want to work in
their gliders - we are fortunate in having somewhere warm, safe and dry to carry out those
odd jobs, rather than struggling away with cold fingers on a damp airfield. But before you all
pile in, here’s the small print:
It is often said that we are a club without unnecessary rules, and in keeping with this ethos
there aren’t too many rules about using the workshop, there are a few, more importantly
there are some “understandings” you need to think about.
Number 1. Check against the pilot tasks to make sure that what you are doing is allowed.
Check with an Inspector (Robin W) if not certain. If not allowed you can still do it but it will require supervision/inspection and a sign off by a BGA inspector. Reading the Table B tasks
is very important. For example replacing a switch is only allowed by use of crimp connectors.
Soldering is not permitted. Soldering requires specialist skills crimping does not (Although
you can still cock it up). Or fitting or replacing control surface seals. This is only allowed if it
does not require the controls surfaces to be removed.
The next is easy 2 - the club’s kit has priority – in other words if one of the clubs gliders
needs work, then it has first dibs in use of the workshop, even if you have booked it, the club
comes first.
Number 3 – you do have to book a slot. As a general rule the workshop is free on weekends
but not weekdays, however there may be weekday space depending on what Robin is up to
at the moment. So give Robin or the office a call.
Number 4 is important – you have to tell Robin (or one of the other inspectors) what you
want the workshop for. This is not so they can interfere, rather its so they can advise you –
there is a range of work the BGA allows owners to carry out unsupervised, work that you can
do with guidance, work that needs specific approval, and work that can only be done by an
expert. The club’s hard earned reputation for engineering and maintenance excellence is
reliant on things being done properly, and having someone unwittingly do something they
shouldn’t will reflect badly, not only on that person, but the club. So before starting, have a
chat with Robin, Richard Crockett or Graham Saw. You can see the BGA guidance on pilot
maintenance here: http://www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/technical/ampmanual/2-1.pdf
Number 5 – bring you own tools (and take them away when you are done). Robin’s tools are
off limits, as is his office and the stores room. You might want to think about having an
inventory of tools you are using so you know that at the end of the job you’ve collected them
all up – finding that “lost” screwdriver flying towards your head at the top of a loop might
make a fine story for the pub later, it might also spoil your day!
Lucky last 6, maybe an obvious one – please tidy up when you are done – put stuff back,
and sweep the floor.
Robert Turner
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Club Communications
We use Yahoo email groups, which we encourage all members to subscribe to, in order to provide a quick way
to communicate with the membership. Details are below.
Booker GC Forum – Open to all members to participate. The Forum provides the opportunity to share ideas
about the Club. Send an email to: bookergc-forum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC Expeditions – Open to all members to participate. Send an email to: bookergc-Expeditionssubscribe@yahoogroups.com and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC X-C – Targeted towards those pilots who fly cross-country or who aspire to develop their crosscountry skills. Send an email to: bookergc_xc-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
and include your membership number when applying.
Booker GC Instructors – This is for Booker instructors only to easily email each other. Mainly used for
swapping duty days. Send an email to: BookerGC_Instructors-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and
include your membership number when applying.
The Booker GC website at www.bookergliding.co.uk has a Members Page. This contains the latest Club
news snippets and links to previous newsletters, meeting minutes and several useful and informative Club
documents. The Members page is accessible to everybody (not just members) but certain documents, such as
committee minutes need a user i/d and password. To obtain these, go to the members page and click on the
‘email Administrator’ link. Don’t forget to include your membership number.

For the latest news about what’s happening check out http://bookergc.blogspot.com/.
*** All view expressed within the newsletter are those of the contributor and do not necessarily represent the
view of the Club or committee ***
Contributions to the newsletter are welcome. If you’d like to submit an article for a future edition please send it
to William Parker by email at (williamparker275@gmail.com). Please note new email address
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